Abstract-This paper presents a new method to decompose complex sequences of assembly operations into skill primitives. This can be realized by analyzing hyperarcs of the underlying AND/ORgraphs representing automatically generated assembly plans. Features like local depart spaces, symbolic spatial relations, and the necessary tools classify the type of assembly operation (peg in hole, placements, alignments, etc.). Skill primitives are robot movements or commands for grippers and tools. The unified modeling language (UML) is used to model the robot tasks and skill primitives. A robot control system uses the skill primitives as input to select the desired control scheme (position, force, or hybrid). In addition to this, we use an algorithm to identify assembly process states considering static friction under uniform gravity to execute skill primitives. This enables a robot to select and modify its motion strategies adequately according to the state of the assembly operation.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE OF THE goals of robotics research is the development of the third robot generation at the millennium. A robot of the third generation must execute tasks automatically and autonomously. Also, the robot has to be adaptive to its environment. This requires the integration of multisensor information and software tools to control the robot. Robots' main potential is flexibility; they can be used to execute different tasks like, e.g., painting, grinding, and assembling. The desired flexibility only can be obtained by using powerful robot programming and task planning systems. These systems support users to specify and program complex tasks. Task planning deals with specification of robot tasks rather than programming robots explicitly; the user specifies actions on objects only [1] - [3] . A task planning system analyzes task specifications and translates them into robot movements and actions [4] - [9] . This has to be interpreted by the task planning system, translating the task into a sequence of robot movements and actions. The system must take into ac- The authors are with the Institute for Robotics and Process Control, Technical University of Braunschweig, 38114 Braunschweig, Germany (e-mail: HMosemann@aol.com; F.Wahl@tu-bs.de).
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count the following constraints:
• where are objects located in the workcell?
• are there collision free paths for robot/object movements?
• what kind of tool has to be used to manipulate objects?
• how are spatial relations between objects defined?
• how are objects fixed? This paper deals with the decomposition of automatically generated assembly sequences into skill primitives considering the above constraints. Skill primitives are elementary sensor-based robot movements ("MoveTo," etc.), system commands ("OpenGripper," etc.) and sensor functions ("LocateObject," etc.). A task specification is for example Put Piston into fixture and insert piston-pin into hole; it consists of two sub tasks (putting down the piston and inserting the pin). In [8] , [10] we presented our High Level Assembly Planning system LAP which generates and evaluates assembly sequences. In this system the user specifies the goal state of the assembly only. Basing on this specification, the planning system calculates the necessary robot tasks to assemble the desired assembly. In this paper we discuss how to decompose these tasks into skill primitives. Our approach is based on the analysis of hyperarcs of AND/OR-graphs representing the automatically generated assembly plans.
Features like the local depart spaces, symbolic spatial relations, and tools classify the type of assembly sequence (peg in hole, placements, alignments, etc.). The unified modeling language (UML) is used to model the tasks and skill primitives. A robot control system uses the generated skill primitives sequences as input to select the desired control schemes (position, force, or hybrid). Fig. 1 outlines the ideas and organization of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Early assembly reasoning systems were strongly based on user interaction. They queried the user for information (e.g., geometric reasoning, precedence relations) and generated assembly sequences on the basis of the given answers [11] , [12] ). One basic idea in most of the work on assembly planning is the assembly by disassembly strategy: The assembly sequences are generated by starting with the completed mechanical product and decomposing it step by step by disassembly operations. Much research work has been done to reduce the necessary user interaction. But even today it is very difficult for an assembly planning system to automatically generate assembly sequences in general. Kavraki et al. [13] matter of fact, past and present work in this research area make simplifications in order to cope with complexity. In [14] , a method to generate disassembly trees has been developed showing which subassemblies must be removed before other subassemblies. The system removes one subassembly at a time via single-step translations. In [5] and [15] , the computation of the directions of possible part removals is suggested by means of contact information between the subassemblies. Homem de Mello and Sanderson introduce in [16] the AND/OR-graph representation of assembly sequences. Wolter [15] assumes, that geometric reasoning results in a list of directions in which each part might move, along with other parts that interfere with these motions. The feasibility of the motions is determined by sweeping the subassemblies in the proposed direction. Romney et al. [9] extended this approach by condensing the local analysis into a single compact data structure called the nondirectional blocking graph. Kaufman et al. introduce an assembly planning system in [4] which generates an optimized assembly sequence plan from a CAD model of the assembly and translates the plan into robot code for one specific class of assemblies. Raghavan et al. [7] introduce an interactive system for generating and evaluating assembly sequences. Interaction bases on augmented reality. In [17] , an assembly planning system is introduced which focuses on reusing assembly sequences in different assembly tasks. They discuss how to use precalculated sequences for assembly tasks.
Popplestoneetal. [3] presentedRAPTwhichusessymbolicspatial relations. Laugier et al. [1] deal with special problems of taskplanning like grasp-planning, coarse and fine motion-planning. In [18] and [19] skills have been proposed. Skills are elementary robot actions to reach predefined goal states; sequences of them are used to perform robot tasks. The authors define three different skills: Move-to-Touch-Skill is the movement from free space into a vertex-face contact, Rotate-to-Level-Skill is the transition from vertex-face to face-face contact, and Rotate-to-Insert-Skill is the ability of the manipulator to insert a 2-D peg into a hole.
Hirai [20] , [21] use the theory of polyhedral convex cones to recognize contact states based on a geometric model for manipulative operations. He proposes a method to estimate the contact states by using force information acquired in the mating process and develops an algorithm for generating the state classifiers based on geometric models of the objects. One drawback of Hirai's work is, that he ignores friction in his model. Bicchi et al. [22] discuss the problem of resolving the location of a contact, the forces at the interface and the torques about the contact normals. In [23] , a systematic and general approach to identify topological transitions in contact situations during compliant motion is presented; the identification is based on energy considerations.
Knoll et al. [24] pursue the development of a complete system that integrates all relevant aspects of learning, planning and data fusion necessary for autonomously assembling structurally complex aggregates from arbitrarily placed objects.
III. ASSEMBLY PLANNING
LAP developed in our laboratory uses a relational assembly model to reason about the feasibility of assembly tasks. The assembly representation allows the planning system to automatically make deductions from the information contained in the representation in a straightforward and efficient manner. We described the basic features and algorithms of LAP in detail in [8] , [25] - [27] . For a better understanding of this paper, we summarize the most important features of LAP:
A. Relational Assembly Model
A relational model of a n-component assembly is a triple, with • , , is a set of triples representing the assembly components.
* is a homogeneous transformation representing the base frame of the th component * is a list of tuples describing the feature frames of the th component. , , is a homogeneous transformation corresponds to a feature type specification. * is the constructive solid geometry (CSG) representation of the th component.
• is a set of 4-tuples representing relations between different components of the assembly, where . is an optional specification of an arbitrary assembly hierarchy.
The assembly components are represented as CSG using the solid modeling system of the robotics simulation system IGRIP [28] . As LAP has a modular structure and an open architecture (Fig. 2) we also can deal with other representations like Boundary Representations or Octrees by easily exchanging the CAD database. Fig. 3 shows a subassembly of a motorcycle-engine and the corresponding symbolic spatial relations to define the topology; the corresponding assembly sequence is depicted on the right side.
B. Generation of Assembly Sequences
The generation of valid assembly sequences bases on the well-known assembly by disassembly philosophy combined with a cut-set method [16] . Our cut-set method uses a simple undirected graph with representing the set of nodes and representing the set of edges. An edge exists between a pair of components if . LAP distinguishes between local and global assembly constraints induced by the assembly. Local constraints take into account the corresponding assembly operation; global constraints are applied during the whole assembly process.
Local Constraints: Connectivity The cut in generates two connected subgraphs.
Geometric Feasibility
During the assembly operation of the subassemblies and no interpenetration of any components ( , ) occurs.
Assembly Stability
Accidental motions of components during the assembly operation caused by gravity, accidental assembly motions, accidental assembly forces etc. are avoided. That is, at least one common stable orientation for the subassemblies and must exist or additional fixtures have to be used increasing manufacturing costs.
Global Constraints:
Assembly Hierarchy Requisite, that subassemblies specified in the optional hierarchy occur in the assembly plan as subtrees.
C. Assembly Stability
Most of the automatic assembly planners developed up to date use heuristical or user defined criteria to determine assembly stability for plan generation and plan evaluation. In order to bring automatic assembly planning closer to reality, LAP performs a powerful geometrical and physical reasoning resulting in mechanical stable assembly sequences.
LAP is the first assembly planning system taking into account the range of all stable orientations of intermediate subassemblies as well as of the final assembly considering friction for the assembly plan evaluation.
Our stability analysis follows similar lines as the work of Mattikalli et al. [29] . In contrast to [29] , the algorithm used by LAP guarantees termination, especially in case of degeneracy of the corresponding linear program. In addition, our system computes the set of forces leading to a stable orientation. Knowing these forces, LAP is able to select the most desirable stable orientation depending on these forces. Details are described in [25] - [27] .
D. Evaluation of Assembly Sequences
Each cut corresponding to a feasible assembly operation is stored as a hyperarc of an AND/OR-graph comprising a compact representation of all feasible assembly sequences. Due to the large number of feasible assembly sequences usually represented by the AND/OR-graph it is desirable to select either a few best sequences or the best assembly sequence. This, however, has been hampered up to now by the difficulty of selecting proper performance criteria (see, e.g., [30] - [32] ) and relating them directly to assembly cost.
LAP offers a solution to this problem; it takes into account evaluation criteria (stability, separability, parallelism, directionality, and reorientations) and assigns weights to the nodes and to the hyperarcs of the AND/ORgraph to select an assembly plan minimizing the costs from the initial nodes up to the goal node [8] .
IV. DECOMPOSITION OF ASSEMBLY SEQUENCES

A. Classifying Assembly Sequences
Assembly operations represented by an AND/OR-graph have to be classified. The classification allows us to decompose the robot task into skill primitives. The following 5-tuple defines a robot task : : • Type is the type of the task.
• represents the active and passive subassemblies of the task.
*
is a homogenous transformation representing the th object's coordinate system in the world. * represents the features coordinate system of the th object.
, is a transformation is a feature. * is the CSG-representation of the th object.
• is the set of symbolic spatial relations between the active and passive subassemblies , , , , , describes a list of symbolic spatial relations of the corresponding features  and  ,  .  •  ,  ,  , , is the local depart space (LDS) of the active and passive subassembly [33] .
• , , , is the tool used for the task. The left-hand side of Fig. 4 shows the UML-class diagram of the robot task. Table I shows robot tasks considered in this paper and their corresponding features (see the above definition of ). The algorithm in Fig. 5 classifies hyper-arcs of an AND/OR-graph calculated by LAP and determines the elements of the 5-tuple , . LAP stores the generated and evaluated assembly sequences into a text file. Fig. 6 shows the textual output for the first assembly sequence of the AND/OR-graph depicted in Fig. 3 (see labeled nodes 50, 51, and 52). The algorithm in Fig. 5 traverses the textual output in inorder and calls the procedure for each parent node of the AND/OR-graph. Features of the robot task like local depart space, symbolic spatial relations, and tools are the criteria to classify the underlying robot task (see Table I ). For example, the algorithm in Fig. 5 is called for parent node number 50 of Fig. 6 . As the left node 51 is active the elements of this node are assigned to and the elements of node 51 are . Now, of is defined. SSR of are the symbolic spatial relations of the parent node 50. Also LDS of is the local depart space of the parent node. The Tool of the must be defined by the user. The Type of the robot task (see Table I ) is classified by the SSR and LDS of the .
B. Skill Primitives
Skill primitives are elementary sensor-based robot movements Move(Frame) and HybridMove(Frame), system commands OperateTool(On) (this command closes for example a gripper), OperateTool(Off), ChangeTool(Tool), and sensor function LocateObject(object) (this function yields the frame of the corresponding object) and necessary information to execute the primitives like the used sensors, start-and goal-conditions, center of compliance, and compliance frame. The reasons/advantages of decomposing complex robot tasks Definition IV.1 (Sensor): A sensor measures observable properties of an object and refers them to measured values , i.e.,
The formal definition of a skill primitive is a 6-tuple Action, start, goal, , • Action Move(Frame), HybridMove(Frame), OperateTool([On, Off]) is the action performed by the robot. The action changes the state of the assembly process and is observed by sensors. Move(Frame) is a movement of the manipulator to Frame . HybridMove(Frame) is a complex sensor-guided motion of the manipulator [35] . OperateTool([On, Off]) determines the function of the mounted tool. Fig. 6 . Part of the textual output of the assembly planning system which describes the first assembly sequence of the AND/OR-graph depicted in Fig. 3. • , is the set of sensors used to observe the execution of skill primitives.
• start is the start condition of the skill primitive determined by sensor values.
• goal is the termination condition of the skill primitive determined by sensor values.
• is the Center of Compliance (CoC) [36] .
• is the Compliance Frame (CF) [36] . An object located in space has six degrees of freedom; if its movability is constrained, some of its degrees of freedom are lost. This can be described with a Compliance Frame which is an orthogonal coordinate system whose axes may specify task freedoms for compliant motion [36] .
The right-hand side of Fig. 4 shows the UML-class diagram of skill primitives.
C. Skill Primitives as Input for Robot Control
A hybrid controller is needed to execute skill primitives [37] . The robot should be controlled in a Cartesian coordinate system (CoC) [38] , [39] . All necessary input information for the controller can be specified in terms of the skill primitives. That is, skill primitives are an ideal input for hybrid controllers and highly simplify robot task programming.
D. Executing Skill Primitives
The execution of automatically generated assembly plans by robots will become one of the key technologies of modern and flexible manufacturing. During the execution of assembly sequences the robot comes into contact with its environment. Since there are positional and geometrical uncertainties from object representations, robot motions, and sensors, compliance typically is used to prevent excessive contact forces. The contact forces and the resulting torques provide information about the contact geometry which may be used to guide the assembly operation if no hybrid robot controller is available. The identification of assembly process states enables a robot to select and modify its motion strategies adequately according to its current state. To realize the identification of assembly process states, it is necessary to identify contact formations [1] , [40] - [42] . We propose to do this by using the theory of polyhedral convex cones (PCCs) including the consideration of static friction [35] . A measured force-torque vector belongs to a distinct contact formation if this vector is element of the polyhedral convex cone describing this contact formation. This can be checked by using the PCC-tools described in [20] . In [43] we presented an algorithm to calculate contact graphs representing contact formations of subassemblies. This information is used to generate polyhedral convex cones for each contact formation considering friction. These polyhedral convex cones describe static equilibrium for each contact formation and are used to identify the contact state by measuring forces and torques during a part-mating. We use this algorithm to execute the skill primitives.
V. RESULTS
A. Assembly Planning
We published detailed results of our assembly planning system in [8] and [27] . Furthermore, we presented a video about LAP in [44] . Among others, we used the Cranfield benchmark [45] consisting of 10 parts (see Fig. 7 ) to illustrate our results. Fig. 8 shows the automatically generated AND/OR-graph of the Cranfield benchmark.
B. Classifying Assembly Sequences
The AND/OR graph of the Cranfield benchmark is used to classify the robot task necessary to execute the assembly. The output of the classification following algorithm in Fig. 5 is ( denotes the subassembly assembled with task ): •  -,  ,  ,  ,  jaw gripper  •  --,  ,  ,  jaw gripper  •  --,  ,   ,  jaw gripper  •  --,  ,  ,  jaw gripper  •  --,  ,  ,  jaw gripper  •  --,  ,  ,  jaw gripper  •  ---,  ,   ,   ,   ,  jaw gripper  •  --,   ,   ,  jaw gripper  •  ---,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  jaw gripper Corresponding to the number of hyperarcs in the AND/ORgraph there are nine robot task necessary to build the Cranfield benchmark. After the classification of the robot tasks the system is able to decompose them into skill primitives.
C. Skill Primitives
The decomposition of the above robot tasks into skill primitives enables the system to execute them in the real robot workcell. Here, we only present the decomposition of a peg-in-hole robot task due to limited space. The considered robot is equipped with a parallel-jaw gripper. Furthermore, we use an internal position sensor , an internal gripper sensor , an external force/torque sensor , and an external position sensor . Table II shows the corresponding skill primitives necessary for the peg-in-hole robot task.
D. Executing Skill Primitives
After decomposition of the nine robot tasks into skill primitives we execute them in the real robot workcell. As the used robot has only position control we used the algorithms presented in [35] and [43] (see Section IV-D) for the execution. The URL http://www.cs.tu-bs.de/rob/download/cranfield_video.mpg shows a video of the execution of the Cranfield benchmark.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we outlined advanced assembly planning with LAP and presented a new approach to decompose an assembly sequence into skill primitives. Assembly sequences are too complex to be executed directly by a robot. Therefore, skill primitives which can be executed by robots are necessary. We showed how to analyze hyperarcs of AND/OR-graphs for the classification of robot tasks based on features like the local depart space, symbolic spatial relations, and the necessary tools. Our presented methods are based on the output of our assembly planning system LAP. The classification is fully automatic with no user interaction. This means, that robot tasks for complex assemblies are generated automatically by our algorithms using the user defined assembly topology only (CAD data, symbolic spatial relations, workcell description). Furthermore, we discussed how to decompose complex robot tasks into skill primitives. Here, we specified robot tasks and skill primitives with UML. The sequence and type of skill primitives that solve a given robot task are determined off-line. Skill primitives can be reused for different robot tasks as we store a priori designed skill primitives as a ready to use library. Skill primitives are a suitable interface to robot control. This is another important advantage of using skill primitives for executing complex robot tasks. In order to illustrate the efficiency of our algorithms we presented a real experiment.
In the future we will use skill primitives as input for a hybrid robot controller [39] . Furthermore, we will implement software tools for specifying skill primitives by users. These tools will guide the user to avoid possible errors during the definition of skill primitives because the robustness of the presented algorithms depends on the correctness of the defined skill primitives. Furthermore, we have to develop a strategy adaption if, for example, the goal condition of a primitive is not reached. Another important point is the model based code generation for robot programming. Here, we are planning to generate robot programs by using skill primitives.
